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Good Afternoon Cam and further to our recent discussion in relation to the above matter.
 
The LVA prepared by Design Group Stapleton Elliot (DGSE) has been reviewed by Development
Nous Limited (DNL) and you have a copy of the assessment completed by Gemma Guilford.
 
The executive summary and general observations contained within the DNL report concluded the
following:
 

·         General agreement with DGSE in relation to the built form of the proposal located within
the Fringe Commercial zone.

·         The proposed cut face and associated earthworks have the potential to cause adverse
effects to the amenity and character of the existing environment.

·         The scale and proportions of the workshop building located at 29-3 Faraday Street are
commercial and would result in the visual dominance of the local residential streetscape
and this building footprint is only achievable if the extensive earthworks are undertaken.

·         The DGSE LVA minimises the significance of the role of the existing vegetation on the
amenity and natural character of the subject site and contextual landscape.

·         It is considered that the LVA places significance reliance on mitigation and the temporary
nature of the effects without defining what constitutes a temporary time period.

·         The DGSE LVA references benching of the cut slope but does expand as to how it relates
to mitigation of visual effects.

·         Section 5.0 of the BNL report concludes with the following questions:
 
a.    Why does the benching not continue along the whole face of the earthworks area, and

go further down the face? More benching would provide additional advantage for the
revegetation process to succeed. –

 
b.    What about potential soil loss over time and plant success and heath?  
 
c.    Is 750mm wide benching wide enough to establish meaningful vegetation? I remain

sceptical in absence of supporting information.
 
d.    How is the face and benching accessed for maintenance? The concept proposes no

access to the benching, and therefore how is the face maintained? If at all? Again,
wider benching would allow for maintenance access along the benches (potential lead
wire system for maintenance personnel to attached to for safety).

 
e.    How do the benches tie back into the existing face for ease of access, and drainage

(lateral overland flow across the bench?)
 
f.     Are there examples of the ‘Flex MSE’ walls providing successful vegetation? What if the

planting fails and the flex MSE bags are exposed again and the visual effect of this
infrastructure – i.e. would the lime face be more appropriate if planting fails than
artificial face of bags or geogrid? What colour do the bags come in? Only black? Does
this design require a sprayed cover crop to hold the face together? Can the cover crop
have native seed in it?

 
g.    I am not aware of a management plan having been submitted with the proposal which

would provide assurances of enduring sustainability of the mitigation measures.
 
h.    Can it be designed with a less extreme slope grade – something more conducive to

successful revegetation?
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i.      Vegetation clearing – is this monitored, what is the extent of clearance. If removing
wilding pines, the effect may grow beyond the site boundaries due to root zones/
extents that the roots are stabilising the cliff face

 
j.      Does the geotechnical solution have to tie back further than the cut face? What effect

does the cut have on the neighbouring site at 33 Faraday Street and the stability of the
May Ave steps?

 
k.    Where have these mitigation measures been tested before locally and has been

successful?
 
Section 6.0 of the DNL report focusses on visual effects assessment in the DSGE report and

specifies the following:
 

·         DNL agrees that the proposed development of the site within the Fringe Commercial zone
will provide low visual impact, however the earthworks required to establish proposed
workshop will be clearly visible when viewed from multiple properties on Guys Hill, Road
and Faraday Street.

·         The ratings of vantage points 1-9 should show the level of effect for both temporary effect
with no mitigation and the for the mitigated effect in order to provide a comparison.

·         DNL disagree with DGSE and conclude that the proposed earthworks create an unnatural
cut with an almost vertical sheer face and cut terraced benching.

·         The DGSE LVA states that the area can visually absorb the proposed earthworks through
mitigation, however DNL consider that it is the existing vegetation that creates the visual
absorption and thus the need for better clarification in relation to mitigation measures,
methods and duration of the temporary effect.

·         The DNL report concludes with the following recommendations/need for further
information:

 
i.              Further definition of the word ‘temporary’ is required. This term is ambiguous

particularly when related to planting as the main form of mitigation for the following
reasons:

ii.             How long will the species take to establish? b. What are the species proposed? Have
these been successful in this type of environment before? If so, provide examples
and the timeframes taken to achieve required outcomes. Without proper
qualification around the temporary establishment    period relied upon by the DGSE
it is difficult to quantify the nature and extent of the effects. d. Should the planting
not establish within a certain period have any alternative mitigation measures been
considered?

iii.            What is the potential cumulative effect of allowing earthworks of this extent/ scale?
Will this set a precedent for further degradation of Mataruahou?

iv.            Further identification/ definition of the extent of vegetation removal should be
determined. i.e. a. How is this controlled and monitored. b. How much more
vegetation clearing is required beyond the site boundary i.e. the wilding pines may
have an expansive root system and once partial faces are exposed they may
require further clearing to mitigated hazard - what is the extent of clearance? c. How
much of the vegetation is currently holding up the cliff face beyond the boundary/ or
beyond the proposed extent of cut? d. The above should be included within any
maintenance/ management plan.

v.             The Cheal Report suggests that further investigation is required to determine the
detail design of the face once earthworks is underway. This identifies a somewhat
fluid approach to finalising the cut. This poses the questions: a. Is there potential for
the exposed face to be unstable and require structural bracing? b. What is the
design of this face if required i.e. concreted and anchored? Geogrid? Geotextile?
Can this still be vegetated? c. Is further investigation and understanding required
prior to consent to see what potential there is for growing anything on the final cut
face? d. How successful is planting into limestone? e. What is the potential for
failure and the level of visual effect

vi.            Provide reasoning why the benching is only proposed in one area. Why not the
whole face? This would potentially allow more quality vegetation to establish upon



the benching and allow for better soil retention and growing media and also allow
more access to the face for maintenance purposes.

vii.           Provide existing examples of the Flex MSE product has been used successfully to
revegetate a face similar in scale to the proposed to satisfy the following questions:
a. What is the largest scale face that the Flex MSE product been used on? b. Was
the vegetation in this instance successful? c. Was this EPA application as visually
prominent? d. Are there local examples? Landscape Peer Review Bayswater
Vehicles Ltd H20210067 21 June 2021 18 e. What colour does this product come in
and what is the visual effect if the planting fails and the product permanently in
view? f. Does this product rely on a sacrificial cover crop for success? (Rhizomic
species to form a carpet for batter stabilisation and plant succession).

viii.          Has the suggested Management Plan been provided? Who is monitoring this and
how is this enforced? How are the face and benches maintained?

 
In light of the above, Council require the matters specified in a to k and i to viii to be clarified as
part of this on-going peer review process of the LVA.
 
I realise that this request is comprehensive, but the need to fully understand landscape
components along with the geotechnical aspects of the proposal are considered to be critical to
the progression of this development.
 
Regards and happy to discuss.
 
Paul O'Shaughnessy
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